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  With the development of the market economy system, jurisdiction of the 
government departments has extended to broader space, and the boundary of 
professional division of administrative departments are broken. Therefore, the 
cross-pubilic affairs between administrative departments are growing gradually. But 
under the absence of effective cross-pubilic affairs management mechanism premise, 
some problems as authority cross, repeated jurisdiction and buck-passing emerge in 
endlessly. “tragedy of the commons” occurr widely: everyone has a responsibility to 
management, but nobody could perform respective duty very well.  
    The ways of solving cross-public affairs jurisdiction, mainly contained 
administrative coordination, administrative cooperation and administrative assistance 
and so on. Among them, administrative assistance has legal norm and governmental 
authority, could clearly define different government departments’ duties, suitable for 
solving the problems of current political system. At present, the research of 
administrative assistance system is on the initial stages, basic principals and operating 
mechanisms of adminisrtative assistace should be further researched. The paper 
chooses tax administration as a research perspective of studing the operating 
mechanisms of adminisrtative assistace, in order to provide the theoretical reference 
though consummating the operating mechanisms of adminisrtative assistace.  
    The paper is composed of five chapters.  
Part one is the introductory remark, which mainly start with the background and 
significance of the topics, and summarize existed literature of administrative 
assistance, at last note the research mentality, methods and innovation.  
Part two is building the theoretical framework for tax cooperative profit. First, 
it’s about definition of related concepts of administrative assistance and 
administrative assistance of tax. Secondly, analysing the assistant and non-assistant 















decision-tree analysis method, so as to explain the advantages of administrative 
assistance system.  
    Part three is analysing publicly reported cases from tax collection, tax 
manangement and tax audit. Based on the analysis of specific cases of tax 
administrative assistance behaviors, this part finds out the tax administrative cost in 
the process and calculates it, and points out the realistic significance that tax 
administrative assistance reduces administrative cost.  
    Part four is elaborating the present situation and problems of administrative 
assistance of tax in our country from the legal system, the departments’ duties, 
cultural psychology and technology methods.  
Part five is stating improvement measures and building framework for our 
administrative assistance of tax, based on the previous parts.  
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